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The ICE – Italian Trade Agency is the Italian government 
organization working to develop, facilitate and promote eco-
nomic and commercial relationships abroad and marketing 
Italian goods and services internationally. It further promotes 
the “Made in Italy” image around the world and Italy itself as 
a destination for foreign investment.

The ICE – Italian Trade Agency operates under the author-
ity and supervision of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
International Cooperation (MAECI). Through its international 
presence, alongside the Italian diplomatic network, the ICE – 
Italian Trade Agency works together with business organiza-
tions and other public and private entities to offer coordinat-
ed support for businesses and Italian organizations involved 
in the globalization process.

WELCOME

Dear visitors,

It is with great pleasure that I would like to welcome you at 
Heimtextil 2024 in Frankfurt am Main - the most important 
international trade fair for home textiles and contract sectors 
worldwide.

This year, the Italian Trade Agency will participate with a 
delegation of 29 Italian exhibitors, who will exhibit through 
ITA in Halls 4.2, 3.0, 11.0 and 12.0. With their innovations in 
the fields of interior design, architecture and the hospitality 
industry, they will provide information about their products, 
emphasizing the creative flair of the land of fashion. The gold 
exhibitors come from the sectors of textile design, decora-
tive and furnishing fabrics, fine living, bathroom fashion and 
smart bedding.

Rome Headquarters:
ICE – Agenzia per la promozione all’estero  
e l’internazionalizzazione delle imprese italiane
Via Liszt, 21 
00144 Roma, Italy 
tessuti@ice.it
www.ice.it 

Berlin Office:
ICE – Italienische Agentur für Außenhandel 
Schlüterstraße, 39 
10629 Berlin, Germany 
berlino@ice.it 
www.ice.it/en/markets/germany

From its Rome headquarters, with offices in Milan and 
around the world, the ICE – Italian Trade Agency provides in-
formation, assistance and promotion services to businesses 
and institutions, encouraging cooperation within the industri-
al, agricultural and agrifood sectors, distribution and tertiary 
businesses, to expand the presence of Italian companies on 
international markets. In order to support the Italian industrial 
and foundry sector the ICE – Italian Trade Agency offers a 
wide range of initiatives worldwide, such as participation in 
trade fairs, presentations and bilateral workshops.

In Germany the ICE – Berlin office organizes many promo-
tional events with Italian regions, provinces, manufacturers 
associations, chambers of commerce, private companies 
and collective pavilions in international trade fairs.

The textile sector in Italy experienced a golden year in 2022: 
according to estimates by Centro Confindustria, it ended 
the year with a turnover of around EUR 8.1 billion, a growth 
of 32.4% in 2022 compared to 2021. Exports rose to almost 
EUR 4.6 billion, an increase of 31.9%. A particular increase 
was recorded in the processing of wool, leading the textile 
sector produced in Italy, followed by knitwear and cotton fab-
rics. The sector’s trade surplus grew by approximately EUR 
400 million to EUR 2,190 million compared to 2021.

We would be delighted if you would use our presence at 
Heimtextil 2024 as a starting point to know more about 
Italy’s home textiles industry, beginning with the companies 
of our delegation.

In renewing my wishes for a successful participation at 
Heimtextil 2024 and fruitful new business prospects, I would 
like to remind you that our Berlin Office is at your disposal for 
any required information and assistance.

Warmest wishes,

Francesco Alfonsi
Director
ITA Berlin Office

4.2 E75D
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Tessilivari is the association that since 1945 has represented 
companies in numerous sectors and product areas operating 
in the Italian textile industry, from details for the fashion in-
dustry to textiles for technical use, from curtains to furnish-
ing fabrics, and from automotive to construction and medical 
textiles.
 
Tessilivari was chosen by the best Italian companies in the 
textile industry, true examples of Made-in-Italy excellence, 
turning out products with a global reputation for quality day 
after day.
Tessilivari is the association that brings together small and 
medium enterprises at every level of the production chain 
that work hard every day to continue to produce and generate 
wealth.
 
Tessilivari is a member of Confapi - Italian Confederation 
of Small and Medium Private Enterprises – representing its 
member companies before national and international insti-
tutions and trade unions and providing them with services 
and assistance in dealing with any industrial and trade policy 
issues.

Federazione Tessilivari
Via Tommaso da Cazzaniga 9/4,  
20121 Milano

Tel. +39 02 86465011
Fax +39 02 86465009
tessilivari@tessilivari.it
www.tessilivari.it

Tessilivari has developed a “textile and apparel supply chain 
portal”, which is available on the front page of the www.
tessilivari.it website, where all companies in the textile supply 
chain can be found by product type.

Tessilivari promotes and supports Made-in-Italy production 
by providing services and facilitating the actions of consortia 
and business groups, including: the Consorzio Promozione 
Tendaggio Italiano, the most interesting expression of Italian 
curtain fabric production and promoter of the PROPOSTE 
trade show (www.consorziotendaggio.it).

Tessilivari is among the promoters of Moda In, an interna-
tional trade show that aims to promote Italian and European 
textile products around the world. 
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3.0 | A72

al-over designs dei f.lli coppola
Via Cantoniga 11
Como

+39 031268568
info@alover.it
www.alover.it

Home Furnishing textile designs for wall coverings, bedding, 
upholstery

3.0 | A64-B

alvisi e alvisi di fulvio alvisi
Via Giuseppina Pozzi 3  
Como

+39 031591444
alvisi@alvisi.it
www.alvisi.it/

Luciana e Fulvio Alvisi create designs for wallpaper, print and 
jacquard home interior. An italian innovative design studio, on 
the Como Lake, where our research and technical experience 
can transform ideas into textile fabrics. We offer designs for 
the home furnishings industry, created on the best electronic 
technology, trends and colors consulting. We can create the 
Jacquard files, for the loom, from your and our ideas. Our 
designs speak for themselves

1110
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12.0 | C61-F

artigiani del cashmere
Via Gramsci 21
Biella

+39 3357544937
info@artigianidelcashmere.com
www.artigianidelcashmere.com

ARTIGIANI DEL CASHMERE was born in 2014. We have set 
up a network of specialized craftsmen. The union of these 
individual skills has given life to a team capable of creating 
fantastic finished products in cashmere. We are all passion-
ate about craftsmanship, uncompromising quality, innova-
tion, creativity and design. Our desire is to create beautiful 
and well made cashmere products (high quality products) 
that help people live better. We produce 100% Made in Italy 
Cashmere Throws, Blanket and decorative Pillow We have 
fully Sustainable line of products called ECO CASHMERE. WE 
ARE PASSIONATE, WE ARE COMMITTED, WE ARE CREATIVE

3.0 | A64-A

clm design
Via Guerrazzi 12
Busto Arsizio
Varese

+39 3428793451
clmdesign.italia@gmail.com
@clm_design

Home textile , Wallpaper, Bedding , Rugs  designs

1312
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11.0 | C61-A

cogal
Via Serio 30
Albino
Bergamo

+39 0350692132
export@cogal.it
www.cogal.com/

COGAL is a Family business of household linen manufactur-
ers, which has a great experience and technical knowledge 
in houselinen production since 1949. The result is a mixture 
of craftsmanship and industrial technology, where research 
and advanced production techniques meet. Our focus is 
the quality standard of our products, so that our customers 
know they can always trust on COGAL. The COGAL INDUS-
TRY® home textiles is divided into six brands, each with its 
own unique identity and style: Galizzi 1949, EG, Cogal, Cogal 
HOME, Sogni&Bagni and heynight. A rich and varied selection 
of home linens, which we wanted to develop to give everyone 
the chance to furnish the bedroom area with personality and 
softness. Fabrics in pure cotton, sponge and fine accesso-
ries, to dress the home with exclusive designs.

4.2 | G44-C

danzo
Via Terragli 12
Valdagno
Vicenza

+39 0445402411
danzo@danzotex.it
www.danzotex.it

Danzo Srl is an expert family textile company in constant 
evolution. The productions of quality fabrics are entirely 
designed and manufactured in its own factory in Italy. The 
head office and the mill in Valdagno (Italy) develop an area 
of 10,000 square meters covered. Danzo is ISO-9001, IS0-
14001, OEOTEX, FSC, GOTS and GRS certified.
Reference Market: High and Medium end Residential and 
Contract
Products: Curtains and Furnishing (Jacquard, Dobby, Embroi-
dered, also Flame Retardant), Customized collections

1514
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4.2 | E75-B

davifil
Via N. Sauro 43
Benna
Biella

+390152558198
info@davifil.it
www.davifil.it

O.E. yarns, ring spun cotton system and stretch core yarns 
in 100% natural and man-made fibres with linen, wool, silk, 
hemp, jute and himalayan nettle. Wet spinning system yarns 
in 100% linen and 100% hemp yarns. Worsted yarns in 100% 
wool, conventional twist and siro, 100% schappe silk, 100% 
bourette silk in wollen system.
Wool blends yarns in 100% wool and mixed with other animal 
and natural fibers: mohair, alpaca, linen, hemp and ramie’.
Special compositions naturally colored for a new green line.
Fancy yarns boucle’, frise’, mouline’, trend articles dyed, print-
ed. Special technical yarns for clothing and furnishing.
Our articles partecipate to the project of the “Associazione 
Tessile e Salute” supported by italian ministry of health-
ethich.et and we are also GRS - GOTS and RAF certified.

3.0 | A56-A

disegni&co
Via Zezio 71
Como
+39 3474442270

info@disegniandco.it
disegniandco.it

Hand painted designs for home, print, jacquard, wallpaper

1716
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4.2 | G44-A

f.lli carillo trade
Viale Plinio 29
San Giuseppe Vesuviano
Napoli

+39 0815291458
info@fratellicarillo.it
www.fratellicarillo.it

All textile for home 

12.0 | C61-C

fashion bed
Via Cà da Pì 1
Gandino
Bergamo

+39 035745995
export@fashionbed.it
coccoy.it

Coccoy was born in Bergamo, birthplace of the Italian fabric 
and country where, from generation to generation, are pro-
duced high-quality items. Our brand mixes tradition with mo-
dernity thanks to the Made in Italy’s values and elegance with 
the aim to create high quality hand-made products. From 
the production to the realization of our products, Coccoy is 
committeed in choosing raw materials and in a constant 
research of quality and a timeless style with attention and de-
votion. The Italian Craftsmanship of Coccoy shines through 
the beauty of our creations and describes the unicity of the 
brand everyday. With passion and attention to details Coccoy 
creates unique items with great values.

1918
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Open end yarns, certified OEKO-TEX Standard 100 Class I 
App. VI – GRS (Global Recycled Standard), GOTS and BCI  in 
counts from Nm 2,5 to Nm 34. Regenerated cotton yarns in 
blend with natural fibres (wool, viscose of bamboo…) man-
made and synthetic fibres (lyocell, viscose, polyester, acryl-
ic…) in raw white and dyed, single and twisted.
Yarns with regenerated wool pre and post consumer, yarns 
with original wool (in blend with lyocell, nylon, acrylic, polyes-
ter, cotton, cashmere…). Yarn with Ecolabel wool in blend with 
Tencel ™ with Refibra ™ technology
Fancy yarns, mouline and slubby.
Flame retardant yarns in raw white and dyed.
Stock service yarns.

4.2 | F76-B

filatura astro
Via Privata Libertà snc
Vigliano Biellese
Biella

+39 015510133
info@filaturaastro.it
www.filaturaastro.it

4.2 | G44-D

g-tex 
Via degli Artigiani 3E
Lurago D’Erba
Como

+39 031651774
info@g-tex.it
g-tex.it

100% Made in Italy upholstery and decoration fabrics, jac-
quards and plains, piece and yarn dyed, plus velvets, for in- 
and outdoor use, single and double width (sheers).
In addition to the traditional residential collections, mainly 
made of natural fibres (finest wools, linen and cotton), G-TEX 
offers fabrics suitable for the contract market, mainly in 
TREVIRA CS, where the Italian style meets the highest per-
formance features required from this specific market.

2120
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4.2 | F76-A

g.k. filati 
Frazione Pratrivero 310 
Valdilana
Biella

+39 015779222
info@gkfilati.it
www.gkfilati.it

We are producers of yarns in natural, artificial and synthetic 
fibers with linear, slub or shantung effect aspects. We can 
produce various yarns according to our customers’ requests 
by varying count, twist, composition and appearance. Our 
yarns can be composed in single ply, twisted and hollow 
spindle fancy yarns. Our production is located in the textile 
district of Biella, Italy. We have been expanding  our business 
in recent years incorporating new machinery into our pro-
duction facility. We are FSC (Forestal Stewardship Council) 
certified and are in the process of RAF (Responsible Animal 
Fiber) certification. GK FILATI aims at providing quality prod-
ucts with the best service.

4.2 | F45-C

gemini padana
Via Tibet 19
Busto Arsizio
Varese

+39 0331342110
info@geminipadana.it
www.geminipadana.it

Our company was founded on 1987. We create, design and 
manufacture our line exclusively in Italy. Our product is 
geared to medium-high level customers which include textile 
editors, converters, wholesalers and contract operators. 
Our design team carefully studies the market trends and 
demands and constantly creates innovative new fabrics, 
working closely with each customer worldwide to customize 
articles according to their ideas and needs at all stages of  
production. Our line of fabrics covers the entire spectrum of 
decorative fabrics for curtain, drapery, tablecloth and bed 
linen from plains to double jacquards, embroidery, prints, 
digital prints, crushed fabrics in the width ranging from cm 
40 to 340. The yarns we use are polyester and natural fibres 
like linen , cotton, viscose and silk

GEMINI PADANA

2322
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12.0 C61-D

gemitex 
Via N. Barbato 2
Andria
Barletta-Andria-Trani

+39 0883555269
info@gemitex.it
www.gemitex.it

Founded in 1988, Gemitex Spa is the Italian leading company 
for the production and distribution of  PVC tablecloths, poly/
cotton tablecloths, anti-dirty treated tablecloths, sofacovers, 
chaircovers, ironing board covers, carpets, bathmat, kitchen 
mat, rugs, sheets, pillows, bedsheet, curtains and all the 
whole range of Home Textiles.
Thanks to our MADE IN ITALY quality, TRENDY designs, 
COMPETITIVE prices, EXCLUSIVE and PATENDED items, 
PROMPT deliveries, TOP customer services, PRIVATE LABEL 
facilities, LONGTERM business relationship with well-known 
Italian, European and Extra European supermarket and DIY 
chains, marketplaces, e-shops, wholesalers and distributors 
we are able to fulfil any request and become your BEST sup-
plier than ever !

3.0 | A64-D

hargittai disegni
Via Parini 10
Como

+39 3356099804
hargittaidisegni@gmail.com
www.hargittaidisegni.it

Creation of designs for home furnishing fabrics, carpets, 
curtains and accessories since 1955

2524
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4.2 | F45-D

manifattura corti
Via Stabilimento Figliodoni 4
Barzanò
Lecco

+39 039955655
export@cortimanifattura.it
www.cortimanifattura.it

Founded in 1913 in the North of Italy, Manifattura Corti Srl is 
now run by the family’s fourth generation. The company is 
specialized in the production of fabrics for outdoor furnish-
ing, awnings, garden and technical sunshades, as well as for 
food sector, marine and beach furnishing. Thanks to a careful 
search for the most high-performing raw materials and the 
continuous upgrade of the machinery, Manifattura Corti Srl 
stands nowadays among the few best global manufactur-
ers in the field of solution dyed acrylic fabrics. High quality 
standards are also guaranteed by the company’s opportunity 
to have the whole productive cycle, from warping to finish-
ing, on its side. Innovation and flexibility are our core values, 
which makes it possible to satisfy the customers’ needs in 
the most efficient way.

4.2 | E75-C

marchetto pellami
Via Quinta Strada 19/21/25
Arzignano
Vicenza

+39 0444450977
info@marchettopellami.com
marchettopellami.com

Marchetto Pellami, a renowned tannery based in Arzigna-
no within the Veneto Leather District, has been offering 
high-quality tanned leathers to global furniture manufactur-
ers since its establishment in 1988. The company specialis-
ing in eco-friendly manufacturing practices, provides a wide 
range of leathers, including chrome & metal-free options. 
Marchetto Pellami stands out as a trusted partner in the 
global furniture and upholstery industry, serving numerous 
leading manufacturers. 
The company takes pride in its commitment to superior 
craftsmanship and environmental responsibility, holding 
certifications for Quality Management ISO 9001 and Environ-
mental Quality ISO 14001.

2726
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4.2 | F45-B

masa
Via Mestre 37
Bolladello di Cairate
Varese

+39 0331310145
export@masa.it
www.masa.it

Masa spa is an Italian weaving company focused on Table 
Linen production and luxury Textile for HORECA. Since its 
establishment in 1949, Masa has been handing down from 
one generation to the next a textile reality, pride, and tradition 
of Made in Italy’s excellence, made of a constant attention to 
market needs and to the quality standard of its products. The 
owners, the collaborators, the technicians, and the creative 
department of the Varese-based company study and realise 
tablecloths for the fine dining rooms, bed linen and bathroom 
textiles with increasing enthusiasm and the same passion 
and professionalism for 70 years. Today Masa is a leading 
company in its sector thanks to the use of high-quality yarns, 
its sensitivity towards environmental issues, the precise 
control of the production chain, research and design inno-
vation and a customised service for the most demanding 
customers.

11.0 | D81-A 

minardi piume
Via Tomba 1/2
Lugo
Ravenna

+39 054520511
sales@minardipiume.it
www.minardipiume.it

- A Century of Innovation and Sustainability in Down Crafts-
manship - Established in 1916, Minardi Piume has over a 
century of experience in crafting noble fillings. Our centennial 
expertise is at the heart of our production of high-perfor-
mance natural fillings. At Minardi Piume our pursuit of excel-
lence is relentless; throughout the years, we’ve consistently 
focused on research, pushing boundaries to ensure quality, 
sustainability, and innovation remain at the forefront of 
everything we do. With a daily capacity of 20.000 kg, we are 
the leading Italian producer of down and feathers; we are also 
the sole company in Italy with an internationally recognized 
IDFB laboratory. 

2928
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12.0 | C61-E

miss accessori
Via Venezia 99
Montemurlo
Prato

+39 0574799083
commerciale@missaccessori.it
www.missaccessori.com

Born in 1991, the Miss Accessori manufacturer has evolved 
over the years, becoming one of the leading companies 
for the production of fashion accessories such as scarves, 
shawls, hats, ponchos and home accessories such as throws 
and cushions. Almost all of the production phases are carried 
out within ours internal departments, from CAD design to the 
weaving with traditional and jacquard looms or knitting ma-
chines,  up to the finishing stage of the fabrics. A wide range 
of yarn types and color assortment in Acrylic, cotton, wool, 
cashmere and other fibers. Focusing on sustainability, Miss 
Accessori is continuously audited by certification companies 
such as Intertek, Bureau Veritas, SGS, Smeta and BSCI. 
Sustainability also in the choice of fibers, with GRS and RAF 
certifications available.

4.2 | E75-A

nastrificio de bernardi
Via Monte Grappa 83-85
Concorrezzo
Monza Brianza

+39 039648651
debernardi@nastrificiodebernardi.com
www.nastrificiodebernardi.com

The weaving department makes use of more than 100 looms 
used to produce selvedge ribbons, rigid and elastic, dyed and 
unbleached. Experienced weavers and specialized techni-
cians work daily to meet the needs of customers, finding the 
most suitable solutions to meet even for the most complex 
production needs. The strength of our sector lies in the 
dyeing department, which can realize dyeing both on skein 
machines and on continuous machines. Our systems allow 
us to dye even minimal quantities not only in the colours 
shown in the catalogue but also in specific colours requested 
by customers. In addition to weaving, the company has a 
department dedicated to the processing of bias ribbons, that 
expands the existing range to the production of profiles, ruch-
es, gallons and pleats. Great attention is paid to the creation 
of prints, hot impressions, aesthetic and technical finishes 
and in particular to the compacting that allows to give stabili-
ty even to the less treatable, stiff and elastic fabrics.

3130
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4.2 | F45-A

passamaneria italiana
Via Benso 4
Chieri
Torino

+39 0119470221
info@passamaneriaitaliana.com
www.passamaneriaitaliana.com

Passamaneria Italiana is a family-owned maker of trimmings 
known and trusted in the fashion and home furnishings world 
as the standard-setter for excellence and innovation. We 
produce a wide range of tiebacks, tassels, braids, cords, and 
fringes to meet customer needs across the spectrum. Crea-
tive design and abundant raw materials allow us to constant-
ly update and keep fresh our product line. New looks and 
fabrications are what drives the home furnishings industry. 
Passamaneria Italiana combines market insight and agility 
to maintain an innovative edge. Anticipating and satisfying 
customer needs as they evolve is the reason we are a point of 
reference in trimmings for the home.

3.0 | A64-C

patrizia ortenzi
Via interna 6
Como

+39 3341449779
info@patriziaortenzi.com
www.patriziaortenzi.com

Handmade designs for home textile,wallpaper and fashion

3332
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11.0 | B81-B

soff-art
Via Maestri del lavoro 49
Terni

+39 0744813535
soffart@soffart.com
www.soffart.com

SOFF-ART is an Italian Company specialized in bedding from 
1880.  Our pillows have an exclusive pocketed spring struc-
ture developed and patented by SOFF-ART. 
• Morpheus Spring pillows – a range of products with 
high-quality, hypoallergenic, layered polyester fiber padding 
around the springs. 
• Viscospring pillows – a range of products combining 
springs with a filling of memory foam produced internally 
with  high quality anallergic materials. 
Both pillow types can be customized with a trim, an embroi-
dery and specific technical and commercial labels. Different 
softness and sizes are available, with covers in 100% high 
quality cotton twill or in different technical fabrics.
They are certified for perfect head-neck-shoulders alignment 
by ErgoCert and have been also certified by Oeko-Tex.

3.0 | A56-C

studio sette
Via Binasco 4
Busto Arsizio
Varese

+39 0331075345
stefano@studiosette.eu
studiosette.eu

Home textile designs 
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12.0 | C61-G

trapuntificio bergamasco
Via Trieste 17
Credaro
Bergamo

+39 035926330
export@trapuntificio.com
www.gfferrari.it

The Trapuntificio Bergamasco srl company was founded by 
Luigi Bergomi in 1961 that produces bed linen, comforters, 
quilts, bed sheet and duvet cover sets and towels. With the 
creation of the GFFerrari brand, Trapuntificio Bergamasco 
srl has conquered more and more of the market, standing 
out for the quality and originality of its collections, in which 
classic and modern tastes come together, to best satisfy the 
different needs of customers. Together with the successes 
achieved in the Italian market, the company is highly appreci-
ated abroad, where the GFFerrari brand is synonymous with 
Italian excellence and places it at the forefront of the home 
textile world.

12.0 | C61-B

triade
Via dei Confini 58
Prato

+39 0574595877
info@triadecasa.it
www.triadecasa.it

Triade is an Italian company  founded in 1990.  Triade produc-
es both indoor and  outdoor carpets, placemats with infinitive 
designs and  placemats for cats and dogs. We buy raw ma-
terials from  qualified suppliers  able to  certify the materials 
supplied. Triade owns technologically advanced printing 
machines  that allows to produce:
• customizable carpets  in sizes and designs
• floor for  fairs and events
• prints in serie or singles carpets up to 200 cm
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3.0 | A56-B

uni’.co 
Via Lario 1 
Fenegrò
Como

+39 3288877337
info@unicosrl.info
www.unicosrl.info

UNI’.CO is a textile design Studio for the hometextile market 
(bedlinen, curtains, tablecloths, wallpapers, fabrics, rugs) 
based in Lake of Como’s territory famous around the world 
for his amazing landscape, artcraft and design.
Our designers have acquired expertise over more 25 years 
and we are always focused on creating beautiful designs for 
different needs. Our clients are sure to find what they are 
looking for within our vast collection. All designs are hand-
made and with our high perfomante technology we create a 
digital file in high resolution with the right repeat, colorways 
and layers. The attention to details makes us unique, and 
make our product linear and elegant. 
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Italy
at 
Heimtextil

Frankfurt/Main
9th - 12th January 2024
Hall 3.0, 4.2, 11.0, 12.0

BERLIN
Italienische Agentur für Außenhandel
Schlüterstr. 39
10629 Berlin
berlino@ice.it
T +49 (0)30 884403-00

https://www.ice.it/en/markets/germany

Italian Trade Agency

itaitaliantradeagency

@ ITABerlin_

@ itaberlin_

www.ice.itROME HEADQUARTERS
ICE - Agenzia per la promozione 
all‘estero e l‘internazionalizzazione  
delle imprese italiane
via Liszt 21
00144 Roma

tessuti@ice.it
www.ice.it


